Every day, the **e-pill Automatic Pill Dispenser** will help you or a loved one manage all medications. It automatically dispenses all your pills up to 28 times per day—just like the doctor prescribed!

- **Avoid medication errors.**
- **Prevent double dosing.**
- **Reminds you with a loud 60 minute alarm.**
- **Dispense all your pills (Large Capacity).**
- **Movable between kitchen, bedroom etc.**

Now with **History Log and Visual Alarm**

When the loud alarm sounds, simply turn the dispenser upside down and let the pills drop into your other open hand. Easy to use, alarm shuts off automatically once medications are dispensed. Great for patients with beginning Alzheimer’s.

Once the dispenser is locked there are NO confusing buttons or displays to worry about. Battery life 6+ months with low battery indicator. Complete system for the patient includes everything you need; Automatic Pill Dispenser, two (2) medication trays, dust cover for extra tray, two (2) keys, batteries (4xAA) and Manual. Size: 7 1/2” x 2 1/4”. Weight: 17 oz. Made in Sweden.

# 991019 Automatic Pill Dispenser ($349.00) $289.95
Welcome to e-pill® Medication Reminders

“Drugs don’t work in patients who don’t take them.”
C. Everett Koop, MD
Former Surgeon General of the United States

Ordering from e-pill is as easy as 1-2-3
Mail, On-Line or Phone
Award Winning Customer Service

Order by Phone 1-800-549-0095 (Int’l +1-781-239-8255)
8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. (Eastern time)
Fax orders 1-781-235-3252

Order On-line 24 hours a day www.epill.com
Mail Order e-pill LLC, 70 Walnut Street, Wellesley, MA 02481

1. Bill to (your credit/debit card billing address):
NAME: ________________________________
ADDRESS: ______________________________________________________
CITY: ____________________ STATE: __  __ ZIP: _ _ _ _ _
PHONE: ____________________ COUNTRY (if not USA): ________________________

2. Ship to (if different than Bill to address):
NAME: ______________________________________________________
ADDRESS: ____________________________________________________
CITY: ____________________ STATE: __  __ ZIP: ________________
COUNTRY (if not USA): ________________ Time zone:________

How do I get the right e-pill Medication Reminder?

Since 1999 we have sold over a hundred thousand of e-pill reminder devices. From our customers’ feedback we have learned what works and what does not. Taking your medication (prescription Rx, over the counter OTC, vitamins or supplements) on time is as important as what medications are being taken. To help you find the e-pill Medication Reminder that is most suitable for you or your patients, we provide you with a guide for each device outlining its key features:

• 30-Day Money Back Guarantee.
• One Year Warranty.
• FREE Batteries.
• Award Winning Customer Service.
• FREE Standard Shipping.

Price within parenthesis is the suggested retail price. If you have any questions, please call our customer service toll-free at 1-800-549-0095.

FREE Standard Shipping & Handling (US customers only) FREE
Foreign orders: $15.00 order charge will be added to your order for non-USA customers.
Sales Tax 5% (Mass Residents only) Total Order

3. Choose ONE method of payment:
☐ CREDIT CARD (Check one) ☐ Master Card ☐ VISA ☐ AMEX ☐ Discover ☐ Diners Club

☐ CHECK OR MONEY ORDER Please make payable to e-pill, LLC

Signature_________________ Date________

How many alarms per day?

A. Auto Reset - No reset of Alarms required

Special features

Loudness of the alarm, from (lowest) to (highest)

# 991019 Automatic Pill Dispenser ($349.00) $289.95

Suggested retail price. Sale price.

Office hours: Monday - Friday 8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. Eastern
1-800-549-0095 (Customer Service and Orders) +17812398255
Fax: (781) 235-3252 (Fax your orders 24 hours/day)
Internet: www.epill.com

Best of Health, Team e-pill in Boston

Customer service toll-free at 1-800-549-0095.
Office hours: Monday - Friday 8:30 A.M. - 5:00 P.M. Eastern
70 Walnut Street
Wellesley, MA 02481-2175, USA
E-mail: info@epill.com

FREE Batteries.
FREE Standard Shipping.
30-Day Money Back Guarantee.
One Year Warranty.
Award Winning Customer Service.
No questions asked, return it for any reason!

CREDIT CARD

MADE IN CHINA

FREE

Version 080313
e-pill Vibrating 12 Alarm Pager Medication Reminder

Innovative and compact medication pill reminder (alarm clock type device). You can set up to 12 alarm times per day. Repeats every day, no reset required. Choose Vibration or Sound by simply sliding a switch on the side. Use this discreet reminder in the office, in church or at the movies ... only you will know when it alerts you. Great for the hearing impaired. Improves patient compliance for yourself or a loved one! Flexible Alarm Settings - Duration / Strength / Number of Beeps. Strong Vibration or Sound Alarm. Up to 12 Daily Alarms. Auto reset. Fits in your Pocket, Purse or use with included Belt Clip. Countdown timer. NO MONTHLY FEES or paging service required. Complete with sturdy belt clip, leather case and battery. Size 2 1/4" x 1 1/4" x 1/2". Digit size 1/8". Weight 2 oz. Uses one AAA battery (2 AAA batteries included, one spare). Advanced features may make device hard to program. # 771085 12-Alarm Vibrating Pager ($89.00) $75.95

"Everything went very well. The ordering was simple and the order came quickly. We find the product works just as advertised and we are very pleased with it." C.S.

Make it your wristwatch...

Watch Accessories for your new e-pill Medication Reminder watch. Fits all e-pill’s Medication Reminder watches. Watch is not included with watch accessories.

# 952489 RED Watch Strap for Kids $9.95
# 952476 BLUE Watch Strap for Kids $9.95
# 952492 BROWN Leather Watch Strap $9.95
# 952496 BLACK Velcro EZ Adjust Band $9.95
# 952432 PENDANT Kit $9.95

"I already have this e-pill multi-alarm... husband ordered for me. Works great. We are ordering this one for our daughter and her family." C.W.

# 769547 e-pill Multi-Alarm POCKET ($44.95) $39.95

e-pill Vibrating Alarm/Travel Clock - 1 Alarm

Practical vibrating alarm clock that was originally designed for the hearing impaired. Great for patients that need to take meds during the night without waking up a spouse. One alarm by vibration (or sound) with snooze. Will awaken even the deepest sleeper when it is time to take medications or just wake up! Easy to set. Ideal traveling partner. STRONG Vibration or Sound. Night light. LARGE easy to read display. Size 4" x 2 1/2" x 1 1/4". Weight 6 oz. Uses two AA and one AAA battery (all batteries included). # 960418 Vibrating Alarm/Travel Clock ($39.95) $34.95

#952489 #952476 #952492

Pendant Kit, wear your watch around your neck

Pendant Kit, wear your watch around your neck

"World's Best Pillbox Timer & Organizer"

System includes 7 large capacity Easy-to-OPEN pill boxes and an Easy to SET Pill Timer (up to 37 alarms per day). Each four compartment pill organizer is labeled; Sun, Mon, Tues, etc. Included in this system is our popular e-pill Multi-Alarm PLUS Medication Reminder. Convenient & compact storage case made of durable high quality canvas. The daily organizers are made of industrial strength plastic and are dishwasher safe. Use at home or in the office. Ideal for traveling. Clear sliding lid for easy dose access. LARGE Capacity Organizer holds all your medications. Pill capacity: 25 sized aspirin tablets in each compartment. Tec-tile labeling (Braille) can be read at night. Size 6 1/2" x 6 1/2" x 2". Weight 15 oz.

#952432

#960615 e-pill 7 Day Medication Organizer System with Multi-Alarm ($69.95) $59.95

"I don't want to sound over-dramatic here, but the simple fact is that this one product, all by itself, truly, substantially changed the life of the person for whom it was bought." M.K.

World’s Best Pillbox Timer & Organizer

37 A Easy to use

Large Pill Capacity

"Already have this e-pill multi-alarm... husband ordered for me. Works great. We are ordering this one for our daughter and her family." C.W.

1-800-549-0095 | www.epill.com | e-pill Medication Reminders

e-pill Vibrating 12 Alarm Pager Medication Reminder

1-800-549-0095 | www.epill.com | e-pill Medication Reminders

- 37 Daily Alarms / “Missed Pill Indicator”

This simple to use medication pill reminder (alarm clock type device) is one of our most popular items! You can set up to 37 alarm times per day - on the hour or half hour. No reset required. This is the best multi-alarm found on the market today! Improves medication adherence for yourself or a loved one.

Easy to set. You set it once, and the alarm will reset itself at midnight for the next day. Alarm can be set for 6AM, 6.30AM, 7AM ... 11.30PM, Midnight. Up to 37 alarms per day. Simple to use. Slide switch programming. Pocket-sized, fits in purse or shirt pocket. Multiple alarms. Complete with batteries and soft carrying case. Uses two replaceable G10 watch batteries (included).

Not suitable for persons with hearing difficulties due to high pitched tone (8 kHz).

Uses one AAA battery (2 AAA batteries included, one spare).

Uses two replaceable G10 watch batteries (included).

Best Seller

Popular

Easy to Set

1-800-549-0095 | www.epill.com | e-pill Medication Reminders

- 37 Daily Alarms / “Missed Pill Indicator”

This simple to use medication pill reminder (alarm clock type device) is one of our most popular items! You can set up to 37 alarm times per day - on the hour or half hour. No reset required. This is the best multi-alarm found on the market today! Improves medication adherence for yourself or a loved one.

Easy to set. You set it once, and the alarm will reset itself at midnight for the next day. Alarm can be set for 6AM, 6.30AM, 7AM ... 11.30PM, Midnight. Up to 37 alarms per day. Simple to use. Slide switch programming. Pocket-sized, fits in purse or shirt pocket. Multiple alarms. Complete with batteries and soft carrying case. Uses two replaceable G10 watch batteries (included).

Not suitable for persons with hearing difficulties due to high pitched tone (8 kHz).
**e-pill CADEX® Medication Reminder Watch & Medical Alert**

- **12 Alarms with Medical SNOOZE.** Set up to 12 daily medication alarms including your own reminder text message (name and strength of medication or other prompts). Alarm reset not required, alarms automatically repeat at the same time each day. Sound and text alarm (no vibration). **Easy to Set Pill Timer.**

**MEDICAL SNOOZE:** This watch will nag you! When the alarm goes off, your text message scrolls across the top of the display. Turn off the immediate alarm by pressing a button on the right side. You are now in MEDICAL SNOOZE and a reminder beep-beep will sound every three minutes until you take your medications. The nagging will stop once you take your medicine (or perform your task) and press a button on the right side to return to date and time mode. Normal time & date functions. Easy to read display. Best Seller, over 30,000 CADEX watches sold. Not suitable for hearing impaired patients, high pitched tone (8,000Hz) Alpha reminder message up to 36 characters long. This e-pill Medication Reminder is used in clinical trials. Never forget to take your medications again! May be used with Optional Pendant Kit (see page 10).

**ELECTRONIC MEDICAL ALERT:** Input your own Medical History and Medical ID (medical condition, name, emergency contact and phone number, blood type, allergies, doctors name and phone number, insurance information, birthday). HIPAA Compliance Notice: This e-pill device, when used, may disclose confidential patient information. Available in wristwatch or clip watch style. SILVER or BLACK. Replaceable CR2032 battery (included). Battery life 12 months. No vibration alarm. No backlight. Should not be worn in shower or pool. Size 1 1/2” x 1/2”. Weight 1 oz. U.S Patent 6,560,165

**#952435** SILVER 12 Alarm Watch & Medical ID with black plastic strap ($89.95) $79.95

**#952433** BLACK 12 Alarm Watch & Medical ID with black plastic strap ($89.95) $79.95

**#952435** SILVER 12 Alarm Watch & Medical ID with Saddle Brown LEATHER Strap ($89.95) $84.95

**#952439** BLACK 12 Alarm CLIP WATCH & Medical ID with neoprene case. ($104.95) $84.95

**#952432** Pendant Kit ($10.95) $9.95

**"Thank you so much for your excellent service. It makes doing business with e-pill a pleasure." R.K.**

**e-pill Medical Alarm**

- **No Monthly Fees**

Use your cell phone (or regular phone) to monitor a loved one. The e-pill Help-at-Hand calls a care-giver and informs them of the emergency. System comes complete with two (2) pendants. Use as “His and Hers” or one for daytime use and second pendant secured bed-side. Range 75 feet pendant to base. Minimal installation: Simply program the phone numbers to be called (up to five) and the message to be sent using your existing phone. Uses existing phone line. No monitoring fees.

**#960514** Help-At-Hand Medical Alarm ($295.00) $239.00

**e-pill Key Chain / Fob Reminder**

- **6 Alarms**

Simple, easy to set and will reliably remind you to take your medications every day. Smart alarm with beep signal. Up to 6 daily alarms. Early dose feature allows you to take meds before scheduled time. Includes carrying pouch. Sold in TWO pack (his & hers). Batteries included (2 LR44, replaceable). Size: 2 1/2 inch x 1 3/4 inch x 1/2 inch. Weight: 0.7 oz. Key ring not included.

**#411021** Alert Key-Chain Reminder. TWO Pack. ($57.95) $39.95

**1-800-549-0095 | www.epill.com | e-pill® Medication Reminders**
Top-of-the-line Automatic Monitored Medication Dispenser and Reminder System for tablets and capsules and non-oral medications. 

The MD.2 “pill robot” has been developed to give the patient’s caregiver “peace of mind” knowing that right medications are taken on time. The patient can only access the right dose and the MD.2 is locked with a key (2 keys are included). You may load up to 30 days worth of medications.

**Easy to Use:** When the alarm goes off, the MD.2 reminds the patient to take his/her medicine by a loud voice message. A text message and blinking light (visual alarm) are displayed.

**“Time for your Medications”**

The patient simply presses the big red button and the right medications, in the right dosage and at the right time are dispensed in an easy to open medicine cup.

If the patient misses a dose, the MD.2 phones the caregiver after 60 minutes (cell phone or regular phone). The MD.2 also phones the caregiver when it is time for a refill. Made in USA.

**Easy Set-up:** Fits easily on your kitchen counter (size of a large coffeemaker, soda can is shown for size comparison). Dispenses up to 6 times per day in convenient reusable cups (100 cups are included). Each cup holds 50 aspirin sized tablets. Holds 60 medication cups. Lockable cabinet keeps medications safe. Monthly monitoring fee of $29.95 (optional) allows access to a secure web site to see dispensing history. FREE trial of the monitoring is included for the first 60 days. Monitoring is not required for device to call your phone. Price includes complete system, everything you need.

Needs access to phone jack. However, it does not need its own phone line. Our BEST Automatic Pill Dispenser. Very easy to set-up and use.

**60 A**

**Monitored**

Size: 13''(h) x 15''(w)
Weight: 10 pounds
Capacity: 60 doses, each cup can hold up to 50 aspirin sized pills

# 991026 MD.2 Automatic Pill Dispenser ($895.00) $744.95

# 991027 Medication Replacement Cups, 200 pc. $29.95

**Innovative Vibrating Reminder watch to help improve patient compliance. Use this discreet reminder in the office, in church or at the movies. Only you will know when it alerts you. 6 daily repeating vibrating (or beeping alarms). 20 second alarm duration (vibration). No alarm reset required. Also has an auto-reset countdown timer (up to 99 minutes) that works simultaneously with the 6 alarms. Normal time and date functions including stop watch. Two time zones. Large Easy to Read Display with Backlight. The 6 alarm vibrating watch comes in two different designs, the Adult and the Pediatric (children's).**

Please note that both Adult and Pediatric watches are the same size. The adult watch comes in black and silver design with black leather strap, while the pediatric has a colorful red and blue design with a red and blue Velcro Band. Replaceable CR2032 battery (included). Battery life 4 to 6 months. Should not be worn in shower or pool.

# 991229 ADULT 6-Alarm Vibrating Reminder Watch with black Leather strap ($139.95) $99.95

# 971127 PEDIATRIC 6-Alarm Vibrating Reminder Watch with Velcro strap ($139.95) $99.95

---

"My mother lives 1200 miles away. I used to call her twice a day to make sure she had taken her medicine. Now I don’t have to worry." R.S.
**e-pill Multi-Alarm PLUS**
- **37 Daily Alarms**
  This popular e-pill Multi-Alarm Pill Timer can be set to go off at several different times a day in half-hour increments without requiring resetting or reprogramming.
  LOUD Alarm. Great for patients who need to take different pills at different times. Loud beeping alarm. About the size of a TV remote control. Simple to use. Up to 37 daily alarms from 6 am to midnight.
  No alarm reset required, repeats every day. Holds all your pills with built-in, slide out, 7 Compartment Pill Box. 18 aspirin pill capacity in each compartment. Uses 2 replaceable AAA batteries (included). MISSED PILL indicator. 12 months battery life. Size 6 1/4" x 2 1/8" x 1". Weight 5 oz.

**e-pill MEDglider Reminder & Organizer**
- **4 Daily Alarms**
  Practical and economical system for organizing and remembering all your daily meds. Our MEDglider Reminder & Organizer System includes: Seven Daily Organizers, Storage Tray and easy to set Electronic Reminder unit. Alarms by Voice, Beep or Light. Each pill organizer has four compartments with a capacity of 8 aspirins.
  Included tray allows 7 day medication pre-planning. Reminder unit attaches to the daily organizer, or use it on its own. Daily Organizers (7 included, one per day of week). Tray for "parking" daily organizers. Easy to set. Up to 4 daily alarms, no reset required. Unique voice alarm: "time to take your pill". Fits in purse or briefcase. Two AAA batteries (included). Size 6 inch x 4 inch x 1 1/2 inch. Weight 7 Oz. May be difficult to open for patients with arthritis.

**e-pill Vibrating 7 Alarm Pill Box**
Up to seven daily alarms, no reset required. Strong Vibrating and/or beeping alarm. 7 large pill compartments. Pill capacity: 25 aspirin sized tablets. Unique detachable pill timer with up to seven (7) daily alarms. Easy to read display with LED backlit. Easy to program. Fits in purse or briefcase. Two AAA batteries (included). Size: 6 inch x 4 inch x 1 1/2 inch | Weight: 7 Oz. May be difficult to open for patients with arthritis.

**e-pill Multi-Alarm CUBE - 24 Daily Alarms**
Reminds the patient up to 24 times per day. Includes 1, 2, 3 or 4 pillboxes. Simply attach the number of pillboxes you need to the easy to set pill timer. Alarms repeat every day at the same time, no reset required. Size: Each Cube (Pill Box) is 2 1/2” x 1”. Weight: 6 Oz. 4 Cubes (Pill Boxes) + 1 Timer (Pill Timer) Cube are included. Total height 4 1/4 inch. Capacity: 30 aspirin sized tablets in each pillbox.

**Emergency ID for your e-pill Watch**
  Wallet Emergency ID Card (credit card size) and Watch ID Band. Complete kit with 2 metal bands (one Gold band and one Silver band) to wrap around your watch strap and a wallet card to keep in your purse or wallet. Fits most wristwatches including all e-pill watches.

**e-pill Multi-Alarm PLUS**
- **37 Daily Alarms**
  This popular e-pill Multi-Alarm Pill Timer can be set to go off at several different times a day in half-hour increments without requiring resetting or reprogramming.
  LOUD Alarm. Great for patients who need to take different pills at different times. Loud beeping alarm. About the size of a TV remote control. Simple to use. Up to 37 daily alarms from 6 am to midnight.
  No alarm reset required, repeats every day. Holds all your pills with built-in, slide out, 7 Compartment Pill Box. 18 aspirin pill capacity in each compartment. Uses 2 replaceable AAA batteries (included). MISSED PILL indicator. 12 months battery life. Size 6 1/4" x 2 1/8" x 1". Weight 5 oz.

**e-pill MEDglider Reminder & Organizer**
- **4 Daily Alarms**
  Practical and economical system for organizing and remembering all your daily meds. Our MEDglider Reminder & Organizer System includes: Seven Daily Organizers, Storage Tray and easy to set Electronic Reminder unit. Alarms by Voice, Beep or Light. Each pill organizer has four compartments with a capacity of 8 aspirins.
  Included tray allows 7 day medication pre-planning. Reminder unit attaches to the daily organizer, or use it on its own. Daily Organizers (7 included, one per day of week). Tray for "parking" daily organizers. Easy to set. Up to 4 daily alarms, no reset required. Unique voice alarm: "time to take your pill". Fits in purse or briefcase. Two AAA batteries (included). Size 6 inch x 4 inch x 1 1/2 inch. Weight 7 Oz. May be difficult to open for patients with arthritis.

**e-pill Vibrating 7 Alarm Pill Box**
Up to seven daily alarms, no reset required. Strong Vibrating and/or beeping alarm. 7 large pill compartments. Pill capacity: 25 aspirin sized tablets. Unique detachable pill timer with up to seven (7) daily alarms. Easy to read display with LED backlit. Easy to program. Fits in purse or briefcase. Two AAA batteries (included). Size: 6 inch x 4 inch x 1 1/2 inch | Weight: 7 Oz. May be difficult to open for patients with arthritis.

**e-pill Multi-Alarm CUBE - 24 Daily Alarms**
Reminds the patient up to 24 times per day. Includes 1, 2, 3 or 4 pillboxes. Simply attach the number of pillboxes you need to the easy to set pill timer. Alarms repeat every day at the same time, no reset required. Size: Each Cube (Pill Box) is 2 1/2” x 1”. Weight: 6 Oz. 4 Cubes (Pill Boxes) + 1 Timer (Pill Timer) Cube are included. Total height 4 1/4 inch. Capacity: 30 aspirin sized tablets in each pillbox.

**Emergency ID for your e-pill Watch**
  Wallet Emergency ID Card (credit card size) and Watch ID Band. Complete kit with 2 metal bands (one Gold band and one Silver band) to wrap around your watch strap and a wallet card to keep in your purse or wallet. Fits most wristwatches including all e-pill watches.